INSIGHTS MAKE YOU SMARTER.

SMARTLINK
Data Monitoring Program

www.atlascopco.com/smartlink
SMARTLINK gathers, compares and analyzes data on the fly. When needed, it sends out warnings in time, allowing you to carefully plan and prepare service interventions. As a result, service efficiency increases, precious time is gained and money is saved.

Knowing exactly how your system is running, also makes identifying ways for improvement much easier. SMARTLINK provides you with the transparency you need to intelligently assess system performance. Based on the results, you can then easily determine a course of action to improve system usage and limit energy consumption costs.

Imagine what it would mean to your business to always be one step ahead; to do away with all your production uncertainties; to actually learn from your activities. Not only would you save precious time in being pro-active, you would certainly impact your bottom line too, not having to react when something happens… because nothing does.

That’s exactly what Atlas Copco’s SMARTLINK is all about: an easy-to-install, efficient-to-monitor, easily tailored compressor monitoring program. It offers your company a complete insight of your compressed air production. It helps to predict potential problems – and thus anticipate them; it shows how and where the production can be optimized and energy can be saved.

More than just a watchful eye

SMARTLINK is an easy-to-install, efficient-to-monitor, easily tailored compressor monitoring program. It offers your company a complete insight of your compressed air production. It helps to predict potential problems – and thus anticipate them; it shows how and where the production can be optimized and energy can be saved.

The Risks of Reactivity

Service of compressors and compressor rooms were until now mainly reactive: an unforeseen event requiring an immediate intervention from a service technician.

As you don’t exactly know when a compressor is due for maintenance, you’re continuously taking a risk: when compressors are not maintained properly in time, their energy consumption is not as efficient as it could be. Worst case-scenario: a compressor that is not serviced carefully risks to break down.

With SMARTLINK installed this is no longer the case: from now on, you can monitor your productivity 24/7.

Safeguard the performance of your equipment. With SMARTLINK Energy, Atlas Copco enables you to continuously monitor and analyze the energy efficiency of your compressor room. You decide on the performance indicators, you define the benchmarks. SMARTLINK analyzes and reports. You can make accurate and immediate improvements when needed. The results can be used for energy monitoring according to ISO50001.

www.atlascopco.com/smartlink
COMMITTED TO SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTIVITY

As a true service partner we understand your need for reliable and efficient quality air solutions. It is our ambition to maximize the availability of your equipment at minimum total operating cost, making adequate use of resources. That is what we call sustainable productivity.
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